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Introduction
Biological system benefit inquire about may be a prevalent subject 

among the scholarly world and directors at domestic and overseas. 
Biological system administrations are key to green arrangements in 
worldwide economical advancement and give an critical beginning 
point for the development of biological civilizations that affect regional 
and spatial arranging. Since the conclusion of the 20th century, a huge 
number of researchers have gotten copious comes about through 
inquire about on biological system administrations, primarily 
centering on their quantitative estimations, spatial portrayals and 
energetic assessments. Through the advancement of biological system 
benefit sorts, the estimation of supply and request, spatial mapping 
investigate, and the characteristics of characteristic asset supply 
utilization and request predisposition, these papers focus mainly on 
the same requirements [1].

In existing thinks about, the inquire about units of nations, 
stream bowls, and urban agglomerations carry more pertinence 
than the investigate units of areas and districts, and variables such 
as unconsidered territorial contrasts can influence the biological 
system relationship at the neighborhood scale. When the little units 
of each locale are totaled at the territorial scale, these components are 
disregarded, coming about in spatial heterogeneity and various leveled 
inconstancy at the spatial scale. As a result of human exercises and 
common components, environment administrations have different, 
lopsided spatial disseminations and specific human utilize. The driving 
variables of biological system administrations too appear scale reliance 
and spatial heterogenecity. The coordinating relationship between the 
supply and request of the environment is diverse in numerous periods 
and has tall heterogeneity at distinctive scales. Influenced by spatial 
heterogeneity, this relationship ordinarily presents bungled items [2, 
3].

The supply and request of biological system administrations 
are diverse at the neighborhood and territorial levels and influence 
a wide extend of partners; clear spatial data on biological system 
administrations is significant to decision-makers. Decision-makers 
attempt to coordinated environment administrations into natural 
and scene arranging and into the administration of regional space. 

In specific, there’s a require for coordinates decision-making when 
intrigued connections at distinctive scales must be weighed against 
each other. Based on spatial data at distinctive scales, forms that 
influence the coordinating of supply and request for biological system 
administrations, such as regional spatial arranging, can be guided in 
a focused on way. In this way, this paper looks at this contrast and its 
relationship from a multiscale point of view. This consider investigates 
the relationship between the energetic alter characteristics of the supply 
capacity [4].

The quality of the biological environment within the Chongqing 
area of the three Gorges Supply range isn’t as it were specifically related 
to the secure operation of the Three Gorges Extend and the steadiness 
and prosperity of millions of foreigners; it is additionally related to 
the environmental security and maintainable improvement of the 
social economy within the entire Yangtze Waterway Bowl. In any case, 
with the usage of the Three Gorges Venture biological development 
and resettlement extend approaches in 1997 and the completion 
of the Three Gorges Dam, large-scale migration and more strongly 
environmental fiascos in a few locales driven the locale to gotten to 
be environmentally delicate, and the ecological-economic trade-
off improvement design between districts is broken. Quick financial 
improvement has moreover truly influenced the carrying capacity of 
the environmental environment; the biological carrying capacity and 
natural capacity are deficiently [5]. 

When considering the supply and request for biological system 
administrations at distinctive scales, since the information at the 
township and town scales seem not be completely gotten, the district 
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Abstract
Getting a handle on the interrelationship between the supply and request of biological system administrations 

and the spatial and worldly characteristics of the spatial scale is the establishment of economic environment 
administration. This paper employments the Chongqing area of the Three Gorges Supply region as the think 
about region, based on the three scales of district, 10-km and 1-km lattices; the esteem proportionate strategy, 
measurement of social and financial pointers, and the spatial cover strategy are utilized to degree the supply, request 
and supply-demand coordinating in environment administrations within the ponder region amid 2000, 2010 and 
2018. This comes about are depicted as takes after from 2000 to 2018, the Environment Benefit Supply Esteem 
(ESSV) at all scales within the consider zone appeared a spatial dissemination design of “increasing from upstream 
to downstream” along the Yangtze Waterway. Compared with the province scale, the dissemination drift of the ESSV 
at the lattice scale was more complex from 2000 to 2018, the Biological System Benefit Request.
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and framework scales were chosen for investigate. To compare the 
conceivable effect of distinctive network unit sizes on uncovering the 
relationship between supply and request for biological system benefit 
esteem, framework scale information handling alluded to the existing 
investigate on the development of an biological system benefit grid. 
All through the ponder range, the changes in spatial and worldly 
design characteristics and contrasts within the supply and request 
relationship for biological system administrations were compared for 
the framework scales of 15 km, 10 km, 9 km, 5 km, 3 km, 1 km and 
500 m; the explanatory comes about of supply and request for different 
sorts of biological system administrations subject to distinctive 
framework scales were for the most part reliable. After altering the 
network estimate numerous times, based on the truth that the estimate 
of the 10 km lattice [6-8].

Concurring to the arrive utilize and arrive cover information within 
the consider zone, the three-phase arrive utilize spatial information 
were partitioned, and the test point set was produced by utilizing the 
equal-area network covering the think about region. The ranges of the 
six sorts of arrive utilize information in each network were tallied, and 
the ESSV of each network was calculated by utilizing equation (1), 
equation (2) and equation (3). ArcGIS was utilized to calculate the 
development arrive region and add up to arrive area of each lattice, 
and after that the arrive utilize advancement degree of each network 
was calculated concurring to the equation. A 10 km and 1 km network 
outline was made by overlaying populace spatial dispersion lattice 
information from the Asset and Natural Science Information Center 
of the Chinese Institute of Sciences. The populace of each network was 
tallied by the Arc Catalog-Table-Creating Table instrument, and the 
populace thickness at the network scale was calculated. When getting 
the lattice scale information, there was a huge run of when utilizing the 
item of the region of a single [9, 10].
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